NURSERY‘S ANNUAL CURRICULUM PLAN 2017/18
SUBJECT
TOPIC
COMMUNICATION
AND LANGUAGE

PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT

PERSONAL
SOCIAL and
EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

LITERACY

AUTUMN 1
AUTUMN 2
All about me
Alphabet Soup/ Autumn

SPRING 2
New Traditional
Tales

SUMMER 1

Sequencing stories
retelling and role
playing
Collecting winter
words and objects.
Sharing ideas and
feelings and listening
to our friends and
valuing their opinions
Cutting skills
Correct handling and
grip of tools
Dancing /music and
movement to

Sequencing story,
retelling and role
playing inside and out.
Sharing ideas and
feelings and listening
to our friends and
valuing their opinions

Understand how we
affect others
Treating animals with
respect and care
Sharing own ideas
/needs and those of
others

Challenging your
gross motor abilities
Music and movement,
Dancing and moving
Cutting and book
handling skills

Challenging your
gross motor abilities
Music and movement,
Dancing and moving
Cutting and book
handling skills

Comes to nursery happily and separated from
parent with growing confidence
Plays with others
Explores the nursery independently
Talks to nursery adults
Is aware of the feelings of the other children

How do we/ animals
keep warm
People in other
countries
The dangers of snow
and ice and how we
can be safe.

Enjoy stories
Treats books with
respect and care
Listens to friends
Sharing ideas and
likes and dislikes with
confidence

Understand what we
do affects other
people, and animals
Treating animals with
respect and care

Joins in singing nursery rhymes and stories
Makes marks with writing tools
Identifies initial sounds in words
List, labels, names body parts
Lists, labels and names ingredients creates
recipes for soup
- Nursery rhymes
-Alphabet books
-The enormous turnip
- Growing Vegetable soup
- Winnie the Witch /Room on the Broom

Name recognition,
activities.
Intro key words and
story words for
reading
Labelling and
matching labels
Weekly phoneme
-Where’s Wally
-We’re going on a
polar bear hunt
- facts and info
books

Name recognition,
activities.
Sharing new/ familiar
books and stories
saying
Word of the week
sentences
Re-tell story
Re-enact stories
Mix and make own
versions of story
-Gruffalo
-The tiger that came
to tea
-Invitations

Key words and topic
words for reading
Sharing books and
stories
Weekly Letters /
phonemes /words

Listens with interest to stories
Starts using language to communicate needs
and feelings

Turns pages in a book
Uses tools and equipment confidently
Beginning to hold a pencil for writing
Dresses and undresses themselves and hangs
up their coat independently

SPRING 1
Winter

Farm

Read and write simple
sentences
-Farmer duck,
3 billy goats gruff, 3
little pigs, pig in the
pond
Labels
Facts and info on farm
animals

SUMMER 2
Minibeast
Understand how we
affect other people
and animals minibeasts
Treating minibeasts
with respect and care.
Listening to info and
speaking in full
sentences.
Competitive games
&physical challenges
Music and movement,
Dancing and moving
Book handling skills
Tool grip and
manipulation
What affects do we
have on our world,
people, animals,
minibeasts
Treating minibeasts
with respect care and
providing for their
needs
Labelling writing CVC
words. Sequencing of
info, pictures, stories,
letters and spelling.
Reading topic books
facts and info.
Word, phoneme of the
week.
Writing simple
sentences
-‘Aaah’ spider
- snail trail
- The very hungry
caterpillar
Facts and info
minibeast info

MATHEMATICS

UNDERSTANDING
THE WORLD

EXPRESSIVE ARTS
AND DESIGN

Can select a small number of objects from a
group when asked
Intro. numicon
Recites some number names in sequence
Can recognise and name some numbers
Notices simple shapes and patterns in pictures
Joins in singing counting and number songs
Begins to make comparisons between
quantities.
Uses some language of quantities such as
‘more’ and ‘a lot’

Number of the week.
Pairing, 2s, shape id
Continuing repeating
patterns, sorting and
matching.
Counting
Simple addition and
subtraction number
songs and games.
Comparing sizes

Number of the week.
Count up to and back
from 10+
Count a number of
objects and give a
total
Comparing and
measuring
Number formation,

Read, identify write
count numbers to20+
Can count accurately
Simple addition and
subtraction
Using and problem
solving with numicon
Comparing and
measuring animals
Number pairs to 10
Farmer Pete.

Shape and pattern
Read, identify write
count numbers to20+
Sorting and tallying
minibeasts
Number pairs that
make numbers up to
10.
Pattern making and
symmetry of pattern
Numicon activities

Is curious about the other children and shows
an interest in sharing information about
themselves
Enjoys playing with a wide range of toys and
making things work

Winter /observation,
changes, differences
similarities
Melting and freezingusing our senses
Small world play with
animals.
Different cultures and
their beliefs.

Growth, development
and changes in
animals and plants.
Caring for animals
and plants
investigate farm
animals
*Finding out where
our food comes from

Joins in with the singing and actions for songs
and nursery rhymes
Junk modelling
Experiments with colours and mark making
Print with and draw from observation body
parts/ vegetables

Winter/ cold colours
Drawing / writing
using mixed media
inside and outside
Making wintery
sounds using musical
instruments.
Junk modelling

The Spring weather
/changes
Tasting different types
of food and giving
Using senses to
investigate water,
sand
*Small world play with
story characters and
settings
Building pictures
Cutting, printing and
folding
Drawing and writing
with mixed media
inside and outside.
Making books
story maps

Life cycles and growth
and change in
minibeasts.
Needs of Minibeasts
Creating minibeast
habitats.
Hunting and
discovering
information about the
environment
Making large art, 3d
bugs, outdoor
environmental art and
design/ giant and tiny.
Movement and music
in and outside.

Events/Trips and visits – A2- Christmas Extravaganza – S1- Farm visit

Building pictures
Cutting, printing and
folding to make.
Drawing and writing
with mixed media
inside and outside
Junk modelling

